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Stonehenge once .... 

Stonehenge is a prehistoric round building made of hewn stone blocks, which were 

pulled from a quarry of the Preselis Mountains in Wales on huge sledges by manpower and 

pulled up here on wide earthen ramparts along their 45 degree inclined upper side. The 

large vertical stones weigh 25 tons, while the transverse capstones weigh only 9 tons. In 

the middle there was a horizontal "Slaughter Stone" (altar of slaughter) for the offering of 

human sacrifices. This battle altar revealed that their designers (inventors) may have been 

avowed Satanists. 
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The purpose of Stonehenge, recognizable by its orientation towards the sunrise on 

the longest day of the year, was on the one hand its seasonal calendar function, on the 

other hand the worship of the sun god with the help of sacrifices made to innocent people, 

preferably young women or even children.  
 

The oldest documented institutional (officially instituted) sun worship followed a 

good 4,000 years ago by the ancient Egyptian pharaohs, who worshipped the sun god Ra. 

This belief was taken over there by immigrant Edomite Agagite-Hyksos-pharaoh-priest fa-

milies and carried to other countries as a worship of the Black Sun Ra. The target countries 

for these Edomite families were countries with descendants of Abraham and Jacob, in the 

early period already Armenians, Germany and the British Isles, but the latter much later, 



after the Anglo-Saxons. It is therefore not surprising that immigrants from the Middle East 

were accepted as builders and builders. 
 

Israeli historian Yair Davidiy not only confirmed the above-mentioned destinations 

of the Edomite emigrants on the basis of written material there, but also that the Amale-

kites are represented as "offspring", i.e. as Edomite descendants in a separate sideline 

from now on. 
 

 

From another source we know that in the so-called Mo-loch(German spelling) ritual 

of the Amalekites, first-born children were sacrificed in rows alive by throwing them into a 

burning fire. 
 

Thus, the immigrants from the Middle East who come from Great Britain today as 

builders and as builders fit wonderfully into this overall view. 
 

With this building built on purpose, historians living in Great Britain were able to 

prove that, firstly, Southern England had already been settled 5000 years ago by such hu-

man sacrifice priests from the Middle East, and not only around 500 BC by the Anglo-Sa-

xons from Germany. As a result, the descendants of these immigrants from the Middle East 

received a historical preference in heritance over the Anglo-Saxon new settlers who had 

made the land arable. 
 

It therefore was not surprising that such immigrants from the Middle East were also 

given a preferential importance in modern times, which was reflected above all, but not 

only, in the official historiography. 

 

… and Stonehenge today 

The stonemasons had to leave thick plugs on two opposite sides when hewing the 

huge stone blocks, on which the cranes could then load these stone blocks and unload and 

erect them again at Stonehenge.  

 
Some stone blocks were also delivered in huge wooden boxes. The delivery was car-

ried out on large Premix trucks as well as on low-loading trailers. 



 
The construction was under the direction of an architect, who had previously drawn 

and labeled the detailed plans with centimeter accuracy. In accordance with these plans, 

the 25-toners must be set and anchored to the nearest centimetre in such a way that they 

could not fall over by the side wind. The altar stone for the killing of innocent living people 

also had to be placed with centimeter accuracy. Representatives of the authorities super-

vised the construction, as this was both a military and a civilian object of the greatest im-

portance for the history and the identity of the people involved. 
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The workers had to be free of vertigo in order to climb up huge unsecured ladders 

and be able to keep their balance on the slightly rounded stone blocks as well as on swaying 

wooden planks that were fixed out into the free space. 

 

Accordingly, it was a comfortable lunch break, in which the workers, leaning on their 

laid stone blocks, were allowed to have lunch from their lunchbox and rest in the warming 

sun of Southern England. 



  
At the inauguration, everybody of rank and name was there. And on Youtube you 

can even watch a summary. More pictures on <Stonehenge 1954>. Finally, a friendly gree-

ting to Russia: 

 
How to evaluate Stonehenge as a whole? - If Stonehenge had already existed in the 

Middle Ages, even if only in a tiny small format, it would have been benevolently protected 

by the people and legally protected by the government as a cultural heritage and as a 

homeland protection and would have been made known by historians. In addition, violati-

ons of such prohibitions would have been severely punished. - Nothing of the kind has also 

been reported from the Anglo-Saxon new settlers. 
 

The area selected for this purpose was in reality a military training area that had 

been fenced off and cordoned off for about a hundred years, on which combat exercises 

including shooting exercises took place, and to which, at the time of the First World War, 

a grass runway was also assigned as a runway for the armed military aircraft. The area, 

which had been largely cordoned off, had not been visible to outsiders for about a hundred 

years, and photos from a civilian aircraft were strictly forbidden because it was a military 

installation. 
 

So far, only a single old document has been found, which has a small drawn stone 

facility with the name Stonehenge. However, this record has been preserved to this day in 

such good font and material quality that it appears openly new and therefore could not 

have come from antiquity. 
 

The selected builders were not allowed to take private photos. In addition, they were 

not allowed to make written records or to pass on anything verbally, because the construc-

tion had been built on military land. The historians also adhered to it. It was only thanks to 



Russia that the whole case was revealed at all. Since then, it has been regarded as an ext-

remely cleverly staged hoax, which was directed against the Anglo-Saxons. 
 

Russia kindly provided a number of digitized black-and-white photos showing how 

Stonehenge was built in the summer of 1954. All these images here are from this digitized 

Russian image collection. 
 

Therefore, I would like to express my sincere thanks to our authorities of Russia, who 

have saved our historiography with these photos in a wonderful way. Thank you very 

much! 

                                                                                     Sincerely 
 

                                                        Др. Ульрих  Христианович 
 

March 8, 2022 

*     *     * 
 

Очень, очень сердечно благодарю за это власти России, которые 

спасли наше историческое письмо этими фотографиями. Большое 

спасибо! 

 

                                                           В сердечной связи 
 

                                                        Др. Ульрих  Христианович 

 

 

 


